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WE DO
CRUELTY-FREE
CARBON NEUTRAL
SUSTAINABLE
FASHION.

WHO WE ARE
Wilo is a french cruelty-free & carbon neutral
fashion brand.
By developing a more environmental-friendly
fashion brand, we want to allow people to get
dressed and travel according to their inner values.
Inspiring a sustainable lifestyle, respectful of
people, animals and the Earth, as a way to value
everyone’s diversity, is at the heart of our project.
Wilo is a unisex brand : there are just no rules, you
set your own.

E-shop Launch

Mid-May in France
July in Europe

Institutional Visuals

Download Here

Contact

marine@wilo-store.com
+33 6 33 32 11 82

Web Site

www.wilo-store.com

Social Media

Instagram I Facebook

We are PETA & ANIMAL FREE approved.

“My desire was to create an ethical and
inspirational fashion brand that could help
people to make a difference in their
consumption
choices
while
remaining
fashionable.”
- Marine, Co-Founder & Artistic Director

OUR OFFER

Wilo aims at making ethical
fashion more accessible to
everyone by offering trendy
accessories to men and women
for a sustainable lifestyle.
Our objective is to combine
creativity, innovation and respect,
to inspire a positive and sincere
change towards a kinder world.

PERMANENT COLLECTION

A timeless collection made of
classical bags and wallets’
designs, available in easy-to-wear
shades to make sure we can meet
everyone’s style and daily outfit.
Each piece we design takes
conveniency, resistance and
aesthetics into consideration.
We capitalize on very limited
quantities available per reference
to avoid over-production and
storage.
8 unisex designs will be available
at launch, including 7 bags and 1
wallet.

LIMITED EDITIONS

Throughout the year, we will
animate the brand with exciting
short collections (theme based or
with brands partnerships), in
which we will include out-of-thebox materials, as well as
audacious patterns and designs.

SYDNEY / 160 euros

Manufacturing
& Materials
Wilo is a European brand : our products are designed in France,
manufactured in Portugal, and our materials are sourced either in
France, Italy, Portugal or Spain. Our subcontractors abide by strict
European standards. We personally make sure that proper work
conditions are respected through regular audits.
The designs of our launch collection “Les Essentiels” are mainly made
with two materials : GOTS certified organic cotton; polyurethane
synthetic microfiber with no PVC respecting REACH European
standard and certified Ecolabel.
As a way to reach our environmental goals while maintaining a highquality service to our customers, we optimize the quantity and
composition of our packagings.
Each product is carefully delivered in an organic cotton pouch
handmade in Portugal. Our ink is of mineral origin, and our bags’
reinforcements are made from paper cellulose of high-density.
The label attached to the delivered product is handmade from
recycled paper and contains organic flowers’ seeds to be planted.
Finally, the paper we use for stuffing the bags is also made from
recycled paper.

“The CSR policy we are setting today for Wilo
embodies the foundations we need for a
sustainable
and
lasting
process
of
improvement.”
- David, Co-Founder & President

A constantly
moving project
As a way to compensate our carbon
emissions, we started building a partnership
to support the development of agroforestry
in Peru through two projects : the
regeneration of the damaged ecosystems on
one hand, and the preservation of the
Amazonian primary rainforests on the other
hand. These two projects are certified VCS
and CCBA.

BOGOTA / 160 euros

Corporate
Social Responsibility
Since its creation, the CSR
is at the heart of our project, Wilo.
ZERO ANIMAL
The animals’ well-being and the respect of their lives
is key within our development process. All of our
products are 100% vegan, meaning they do not
include any animal or animal-derived materials. We
stand for the use of only ecological and vegetal
synthetic materials in order to offer lasting,
sustainable and good-looking accessories. We put
Wilo into a continuous research and development
process of innovative raw materials. Wilo has been
approved by the Peta and Animal Free organizations.

CARBON NEUTRAL
At each step of our development process, from
purchasing to retailing, we focus on the minimization
of our ecological footprint. A French leader law firm,
specialized in environmental consulting, is assisting
Wilo step by step in this effort. As a result of this
collaboration, we implemented a system of carbon
accounting and emissions compensation based on
our activity. Since its beginning, Wilo is thus carbon
neutral.

CONCILIATE ETHICS WITH ECONOMY
In an effort to make ethical fashion as accessible
as possible, we capitalize on a short distribution
channel. We directly deliver from our workshop to
the customer without going through any retailer.
Orders preparation and shipping are both
managed by an independant charity employing
workers
in
social
re-integration.
The
manufacturing of our products is achieved in a
Portuguese workshop, where proper working
conditions are implemented.

BOGOTA / 160 euros

The Founders

Marine Chapon, 27 yo

David Chapon, 30 yo

GENERAL & ARTISTIC DIRECTOR
FORMER PRODUCT MANAGER AT LVMH

PRESIDENT
FORMER MANAGER AT SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC

INSTAGRAM I LINKEDIN

LINKEDIN

“Since a tolder, I’ve always been very attracted to
Art. I perceive this simple act of ‘creating’ from
scratch as extremely entertaining and fulfilling. After
graduating from a business school 3 years ago, with a
marketing major, I joined the LVMH headquarters in
Paris as a skincare product manager, the leading
worldwide luxury company.
After 1 year at Dior then 2 years at Givenchy, I
started reconsidering my professional aspirations. At
this time, I had started photography, and wanted to
give some meaning to my Life. I wanted to be proud
and feel useful to wake up every morning. I started
reading a lot about ecology and veganism, I
volunteered in several charities (i.e. WWF,
Greenpeace, Anonymous for the Voiceless), met with
not only activists but also entrepreneurs. And I
eventually became vegan along the way.

That was the time for me to finally create my own
thing. My brother and I decided to leave our
positions to build together a brand that would fit our
values. A sustainable, cruelty-free brand, that we
designed to fit everyone. A unisex, inspirational
fashion brand that could help people to make a
difference in their consumption choices. ”

“I spent my early career working in helping
companies to improve their energy efficiency, at
Schneider Electric, a french corporation, worldwide
specialist in energy management.
After this experience, having a strong care on our
environment footprint while creating Wilo was
obvious : being carbon neutral since the beginning is
one illustration of this strategy to measure, control
and continuously optimize our supply chain.
The birth of Wilo is the result of my sister and I’s
mutual desire to inspire positive changes in our
society. It is the result of the different partnerships
we suceeded at building througout the past few
months.
We imagined Wilo as a pure digital brand. Selling
directly to customers in order to maintain true
interactions, optimizing information flows between
suppliers and partners. The heart of this project was
to democratize ethical fashion, allowing as many
people as possible to make better consumptions
choices. We strongly believe that Ethics and Fashion
are compatible, and that’s what we are proving with
Wilo. ”

SYDNEY / 160 euros

BOGOTA / 160 euros

MAUÏ / 110 euros
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